ZOOM for Wireless Projection

Turn on classroom computer and AV system as usual

On classroom computer login and run Zoom
- Log into Zoom with your Smith account information
  - Using Log in with Google
- Start a Meeting (Start without Video) or choose a pre-scheduled meeting
- Join Audio with Computer Audio Connected, but mute mic and video at the bottom left.

If others, who are present in the room, will be joining the Zoom meeting it is recommended that all mute their mic and speakers.

On your laptop run Zoom or point your browser to zoom.us
- Select Join a Meeting
  - Enter the meeting number displayed at the top of the room computer’s Zoom window either at top of screen or the number at the end of the Invitation URL
  - You will not need to login and can provide any name you wish when prompted.
  - Join with computer audio, but mute mic and video

Click the Share icon to share a specific window of your entire screen.

Notes:
1. Generally current screen sharer must stop sharing before another person can share their screen, but there are some instances under which the last person to click “Share Screen” will control the display.
2. Remember to stop the meeting and log out from the classroom computer.